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CALIFORNIA BOILER COMES OUT ON TOP AT  

POWER FLAME’S TOP TEN ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS  

Company honored for second year in a row 

Huntington Beach, CA – August 21, 2013 – For the second year in a row, California Boiler was awarded the highly coveted Power Flame 

Presidents Club Award, a distinction reserved for the company achieving the highest dollar performance overall among Power Flame 

sales representatives and distributors. 

Power Flame’s Top Ten Sales Achievement Awards announce the highest total dollar achievers within the representative/distributor sales 

category for each fiscal year. In 2012, California Boiler’s total billings set an all-time record for representative sales. “Cutting edge 

technology from Power Flame as well as a strong relationship with our partner has allowed us to provide superior boiler solutions to a 

diverse range of customers,” said John Clarkson, Vice President of California Boiler.  

California Boiler’s impact on Power Flame sales goes beyond single year sales records. “In addition to the Presidents Club Award, 

California Boiler has continued to achieve the highest sales dollar volume obtained by any PFI Representative in our recorded history,” 

said William Wiener, President of Power Flame Incorporated.  

As part of their dedication to quality manufacturing, Power Flame is part of a unique partnership forged between California Boiler and 

other leading equipment manufacturers. Along with Hurst Boiler and Welding and HeatSponge, Power Flame is an integral part of 

California Boiler’s Advanced Component Integration (ACI) package. The ACI package aims to provide versatile and efficient 

boiler/burner/economizer systems that can be delivered to customers in a configurable, factory integrated package that will meet the 

most stringent APCD and AQMD regulations throughout California. By integrating solutions from the best manufacturers in the industry, 

California Boiler is able to provide the most versatile and efficient boiler systems to meet a variety of customer applications.  

“On behalf of Power Flame, I want to extend our sincere gratitude to the entire California Boiler team,” said Robert Rizza, Regional 

Director of Sales at Power Flame International. “Neither company has ever lost sight of the importance of being partners and the impact 

we could have on the California market. This is a partnership that has exceeded our expectations when we decided to begin working 

together at that Chicago ASHRAE show so long ago.” 

To learn more, visit California Boiler.  

About California Boiler 

For over 30 years, California Boiler has built a reputation as an outstanding provider of boiler service, sales, parts and rentals. Strong 

relationships with leading manufacturers such as Hurst and Power Flame enable California Boiler to deliver solutions that help companies 

attain ultra low emissions to meet the latest regulatory requirements. The company has also developed specialized expertise to address 

the unique needs of clients across a variety of industry segments including agriculture, food processing, hospitals, hotels, manufacturing, 

military, petrochemical and many others.  

Headquartered in Huntington Beach with additional offices in Visalia and Modesto, California Boiler is a 100% employee owned company. 

A team of over 80 experienced and dedicated staff members offer an unsurpassed wealth of knowledge and expertise spanning all 

aspects of the boiler industry.  
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